User guide for generation of e-challan through GRIPS

Click here to go to GRIPS for generating E-CHALLAN

Click here to generating E-challan
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Select Department:

- Urban Development Department
- Residential - Processing Fees

Select Payment Mode and click to Proceed

Click Here to Proceed
Select PURPOSE

Select service type and enter amount
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Select confirm button

Now select the desired bank for generation of e-challan
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Select YES

GRN is generated with GRN NUMBER

Click here to generate E-CHALLAN
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Print the Challan and produce it to any branch of the selected bank for payment.

Click here to generate E-CHALLAN copy in PDF format

A window will pop out prompting destination to save the e-challan file in PDF format.
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Desired challan is generated. Take 2 copy printout for payment in bank counter.